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Cluster-Doping Approach for Wide-Gap Semiconductors: The Case of p-Type ZnO
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First-principles calculations on p-type doping of the paradigm wide-gap ZnO semiconductor reveal
that successful doping depends much on engineering a stable local chemical bonding environment. We
suggest a cluster-doping approach in which a locally stable chemical environment is realized by using
few dopant species. We explain two puzzling experimental observations, i.e., that monodoping N in ZnO
via N2 fails to produce p-type behavior, whereas using an NO source produces metastable p-type
behavior, which disappears over time.
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of an equivalent number of free atoms. For example, in we find that ‘‘cluster doping’’ by 4N� Ga is more soluble
Many novel optoelectronic applications, such as blue
and UV lasers and light emitting diodes, solid state light-
ing, and transparent conducting contacts could become
possible if one could replace the conventional 1–2 eV
band gap active semiconductor materials with wide
band gap (3–5 eV) materials [1–3]. However, as the
material’s band gap opens up, it becomes increasingly
difficult to introduce free electrons (n-type doping) or
free holes (p-type doping) into the system. The paradigm
inorganic wide-gap (Eg � 3:4 eV) material used to inves-
tigate doping bottlenecks is ZnO, which has been studied
very intensely recently [4–17]. N was established [11] as
being the more soluble group-V impurity, having also the
shallowest acceptor level relative to P and As. However,
surprising behavior was uncovered: Doping with a N2

source led to n-type, not p-type doping [15], while doping
with an NO2 or NO source led to p-type behavior which
converted, over time, to n-type [15]. In this Letter we
explain these experimental observations and then suggest
a different approach to engineer the local bonding
environment around the dopant which maximizes both
the solubility and stability of the bonded dopant. This
general method is based on the use of few atomic species
for doping, designed to produce simultaneously stable
bonds and low doping enthalpy, and is distinct from
‘‘codoping’’ [6].

The formation enthalpy for replacing ‘‘host anion’’
(H; a) sites by nD;a ‘‘dopant anions’’ (D; a), and replacing
‘‘host cation’’ (H; c) sites by nD;c ‘‘dopant cations’’ (D; c)
is

�H�D;q�
f �; �F� � �Eb��F� ��ECRE��: (1)

Here

�Eb��F� � �E�D; q� � E�host�� � q�F (2)

is the excess bond energy of the doped system (D) in
charge state q, �F is the Fermi energy relative to the
valence band maximum of the pure host, and E is the
difference in total energy of the system and the energies
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substituting oxygen by nitrogen in ZnO we replace four
Zn-O bonds by four Zn-N bonds, with a bond-energy
difference of �Eb. We will indeed see below that �Eb
can be accurately expanded as a linear superposition of
bond energies. The ‘‘chemical reservoir energy’’ (CRE) is

�ECRE�� � nD;a��H; a� ��D; a��

� nD;c��H; c� ��D; c��; (3)

which is the change in the energy due to exchanging
reactants corrected by adding back the energies of the
free atoms. For example, replacement of O in ZnO by N
taken from an N2 source involves removing the energy
N from the N2 reservoir and adding the energy O to the
O2 reservoir. High dopant solubility requires sufficiently
low �Hf, whereas locally stable bonding requires also
�Eb � 0. Although we are unable to calculate �Eb very
accurately [because of well-known local-density ap-
proximation (LDA) or generalized gradient approxima-
tion (GGA) errors in the energies of the free atoms], we
will notice clear trends in �Eb for different bonding case.

Previous efforts to lower the dopant enthalpy �Hf
focused largely on engineering the chemical reservoir
energy term [5–7]. For example, when doping the oxygen
site of ZnO by nitrogen, one can lower the chemical
reservoir energy contribution �ECRE by employing O-
poor (i.e., Zn-rich) chemical conditions [5,13,15] or by
deliberately using a high-energy source of nitrogen
[5,13,15], such as atomic nitrogen, not the more stable
N2; in the former case the driving force for N to leave its
source and enter the lattice is greatest. But even if the
solubility of the dopant is enhanced by lowering �ECRE,
doping often proved to be unstable, disappearing over
time [15,16]. We propose that engineering the ‘‘local
bonding term’’ �Eb holds the key to such effects, and
indeed to successful doping of wide-gap materials. We
explored a range of local bonding environments in
ZnO, involving a nitrogen dopant plus cation additives
such as Al, Ga. We will present detailed results on ZnO�
�Ga;N�, and illustrate also ZnO� �Al;N�. Surprisingly,
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FIG. 1 (color online). The formation enthalpies of dopant
clusters as a function of �F: (a) for N2 source with the chemical
potentials determined by point 1; (b) for NO source with the
chemical potentials determined by point 2. The charge states q
are denoted by numbers, whereas the transition energies
��q=q0� are denoted by solid dots. CD indicates ‘‘codoping,’’
while MD denotes ‘‘monodoping.’’
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than codoping [6] ZnO by 2N� Ga and is also locally
stable. This principle of design of the local chemical
bonding energy �Eb can be used generally to improve
doping in other systems by searching for chemical addi-
tives which lower �Eb, while maintaining low �Hf and
shallow ionization energies.

The allowed chemical potential ranges of Eq. (3) are
decided by thermodynamic considerations. For the host
ZnO, we have, at equilibrium

Zn �O � �Hf�ZnO�; (4)

where �Hf is the compound formation enthalpy relative
to O2 and solid metallic Zn. In order to assure that
competing phases [i.e., elemental solids Ga and Zn, the
N2 and O2 gases, and the compounds Ga2O3, GaN,
ZnGa2O4] do not form, we require

i 	 0 �i � Ga;N;Zn;O�; (5)

2Ga � 3O 	 �Hf�Ga2O3�; (6)

Ga �N 	 �Hf�GaN�; (7)

Zn � 2Ga � 4O 	 �Hf�ZnGa2O4�: (8)

The calculated formation enthalpies are �3:61 ( � 3:6),
�11:07 ( � 10:9), and �16:24 eV for ZnO, Ga2O3, and
ZnGa2O4, respectively, which compare well with avail-
able experimental values given in parentheses. The for-
mation enthalpies of AlN and Al2O3 are �3:02 ( � 3:3)
and �17:09 ( � 17:2) eV, respectively. The formation en-
thalpy of NO with respect to 1

2 N2 �
1
2 O2 is 0.76 (0.93) eV.

Note that we define �Hf�GaN� to depend on the source of
N used in experiment and is calculated to be �1:04 (expt.:
�1:1) , �1:80, and �6:02 eV for N2, NO, and free N atom
sources, respectively. We consider the formation of Zn3N2

to be unlikely since the large unit cell is probabilistically
difficult to form kinetically during doping and, actually,
the phase is not observed experimentally. We also assume
that the growth conditions are such that the dopant
sources Ga� N are not allowed to combine outside
ZnO, or precipitate macroscopic GaN within ZnO
[Eq. (7)]. Based on the fact that experiments [13,15,16]
are performed under N-rich conditions, we can fix the N
chemical potential as N � 1

2N2
for the N2 source gas,

or as N � NO �O for the NO source gas, or as N �
(N atom) in the case that N atoms are used as the dopant
N source. Therefore, we have actually two independent
chemical potentials Ga and O.

We consider N-centered clusters N-GanZn4�n as well as
Ga-centered clusters Ga-NnO4�n, both embedded in the
ZnO supercell [18]. These choices cover most forms of
doping, including ‘‘monodoping’’ (n � 0), ‘‘codoping’’
(n � 2), and ‘‘cluster doping’’ (n � 3; 4). Figure 1 shows
�H�D;q�

f �; �F� as a function of �F for various dopant
clusters at the chemical potentials indicated in the
figure. Table I gives the formation enthalpy �Hf and its
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components �Eb and �ECRE for �F � 0 [i.e., at the
valence-band maximum (VBM)] for the chemical poten-
tial points 1 and 2 in Fig. 1. If free N atoms were used as
the N source, we find similar trends of stability as in the
NO source case. Our main findings are as follows:

(i) Unsuccessful p doping via N2.—Table I shows that
doping ZnO by N2 (without Ga) leads to �Hf > 0 and
�Eb > 0 for N-Zn4. The positive �Hf implies a rather
limited N solubility. Since as-grown ZnO is usually n
type (because of intrinsic defects [8–10] or unintentional
hydrogen impurity [4]), the low solubility of N monodop-
ing may not create a sufficient number of holes to com-
pensate the free electrons in order to obtain net p-type
ZnO. This explains the failure of p-type doping by using
N2 sources [15].
256401-2
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(ii) n-type doping with Ga and N2 source.—Figure 1(a)
shows that using the N2 source and Ga favors (�Hf < 0)
the clusters N-Ga4 and N-Ga3Zn which promote n-type
doping, whereas the clusters Ga-N4 and Ga-N3O which
promote p-type doping are less favorable (�Hf > 0)
under these conditions. Table I reveals that the stability
of N-Ga4 results from a highly favorable bonding energy
�Eb comprising 4 Ga-N and 12 Ga-O bonds. This ex-
plains the surprising observation [13] that using Ga with
an N2 source produces n-type doping of ZnO, even though
nitrogen is naively expected to dope II-VI’s p type.

(iii) Metastable p-type monodoping with the NO
source.—Figure 1(b) and Table I show that using the NO
source (without Ga) leads to �Hf�N-Zn4�< 0, i.e., soluble
isolated nitrogen. This is so because �ECRE � 0 due to
the use of a high-chemical energy N source. However, the
excess bond energy for the four Zn-N bonds is �Eb > 0,
so these bonds might not be locally stable and could
change over time. Note that even though �Eb > 0 sug-
gests a driving force for the local bonding to change, the
mechanism of such changes depends on detailed kinetic
factors such as lattice locations and the activation energy
for N displacement, studied, e.g., in Refs. [7,19]. The local
instability of a single N-on-O substitution means that this
center could attract a second nitrogen, leading to
N2-on-O, which is a donor [5], or N-on-O can diffuse
away, leaving an oxygen vacancy, which is also a donor
[9,10]. This is consistent with the observation [15] that
despite the introduction into ZnO of large quantities of N
via a high-energy NO source, the p-type conductivity
disappeared over time.

(iv) Stable p-type cluster doping with Ga and NO
source.—Figure 1(b) shows that using the NO source
with Ga stabilizes the Ga-centered dopant clusters
Ga-N4 and Ga-N3O which promote p-type doping. Table
TABLE I. Total formation enthalpy �Hf for
�ECRE [Eq. (3)] due to ‘‘chemical reservoir ener
configuration.’’ The chemical potentials N, O

last three columns gives the number of bonds rela
�Eb we give in the parentheses the values obtain
sum of excess bond energies.

Dopant Doping �Hf (eV) �ECRE (eV
cluster type N2 NO N2 NO

N-Ga4
a n �3:46 9:64 11.93 25

N-Ga3Zn
a n �2:35 6:38 9.02 17

N-Ga2Zn2
b n �1:08 3:27 6.12 10

N-GaZn3
c i 0:33 0:31 3.21 3

N-Zn4
d p 1:46 �2:93 0.31 �4

Ga-O4
d n �1:07 3:29 2.90 7

Ga-NO3
c i 0:33 0:31 3.21 3

Ga-N2O2
b p 1:53 �2:87 3.52 �0

Ga-N3O
a p 2:77 �6:01 3.83 �4

Ga-N4
a p 4:01 �9:14 4.14 �9

aCluster doping. bCodoping. cCompensated pair.
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I shows that these clusters have �Hf < 0 and �Eb < 0, so
they are both soluble in ZnO and locally stable. In con-
trast, Table I shows that �Hf for codoping [6] (Ga-N2O2)
is not better than monodoping via N-Zn4. Thus, adding N
and Ga with a 4:1 or 3:1 ratio promises to create both good
solubility and local stability for p-type doping of ZnO.
This is our most important result and awaits experimen-
tal testing. Although our present work is a thermody-
namic study in nature and does not consider kinetic
effects, the highly negative formation enthalpies that we
find for these dopant clusters should provide a strong
driving force for their formation. We estimate that the
configurational entropy contribution at growth tempera-
tures is about 0.5 eV in favor of stabilizing the monodop-
ing (the vibrational entropy has even a much smaller
contribution). Therefore, ignoring entropy contributions
in the present study does not change the trends in Fig. 1.

(v) Shallower acceptor levels for cluster doping.—
Solubility and local stability are not sufficient for suc-
cessful doping; ionizability of the impurity is also
needed. The solid dots in Fig. 1 indicate the ionization
transition energies, i.e., the value of the Fermi energy at
which there is a transition between different charge states
[these are independent on , thus being the same in
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. We see that N monodoping (MD)
via N-Zn4 creates a rather deep acceptor at E�0=�� �
Ev � 0:45 eV, codoping (CD) via Ga-N2O2 has
E�0=�� � Ev � 0:39 eV, whereas cluster doping via
Ga-N4 has the shallowest acceptor level at E�0=�� �
Ev � 0:24 eV. Thus, not only is cluster doping stable,
but it also produces shallower defect levels.

(vi) A simple bond-additive model explains trends in
�Eb.—The trends in �Eb can be understood by counting
the number of bonds formed or destroyed in each doping
scenario, as shown in the last three columns of Table I.We
various dopant clusters and its components
gy’’ and �Eb [Eq. (2)] due to ‘‘local bonding
, Ga, and Zn are the same as in Fig. 1. The
ted to forming dopant clusters. In the column
ed by the approximate expression Eq. (9) as a

) Number of bonds
�Eb (eV) Ga-N Ga-O Zn-N

:03 �15:39 ��15:44� 4 12 0
:75 �11:37 ��11:29� 3 9 1
:48 �7:20 ��7:14� 2 6 2
:20 �2:89 ��2:99� 1 3 3
:07 1:15 �1:16) 0 0 4
:27 �3:98 ��3:96� 0 4 0
:20 �2:89 ��2:99� 1 3 3
:87 �2:00 ��2:02� 2 2 6
:94 �1:07 ��1:05� 3 1 9
:01 �0:13 ��0:08� 4 0 12
dMonodoping.
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see, for example, that forming the N-Ga4 cluster in ZnO
involves creation of 4 Ga-N and 12 Ga-O bonds and
destroying 16 Zn-O bonds. On the other hand, creating
the Ga-N4 cluster inside ZnO involves making 4 Ga-N
and 12 Zn-N bonds, destroying 16 Zn-O bonds. Since we
have three unknown excess bond energies (EGa-O, EZn-N,
andEGa-N) and many more calculated �Eb values
(Table I), it is straightforward to determine the excess
bond energies for any doping configuration � from a
simple cluster expansion [20]

�Eb��; �F� � N���
Ga-NEGa-N � N���

Ga-OEGa-O � N���
Zn-NEZn-N;

(9)

where N���
�-� are the number of �-� bonds in configuration

� (last three columns in Table I). We obtain the excess
bond energies E�-� by the least-squares fit. The values of
�Eb predicted by the model are given in parentheses in
Table I and agree well with the directly calculated GGA
values.We repeated the ten cluster calculations for Al� N
doping of ZnO, the excess bond energies are the follow-
ing:

EGa-N � �0:89 eV; EAl-N � �1:57 eV;

EGa-O � �0:99 eV; EAl-O � �1:90 eV;

EZn-N � 0:29 eV:

(10)

We now see that monodoping (N-Zn4) is locally unfavor-
able since it replaces four Zn-O bonds by the tetrahe-
drally less stable four Zn-N bonds, whereas N-Ga4 cluster
doping is very favorable since it replaces 16 Zn-O bonds
by 4 Ga-N and 12 Ga-O bonds that are more stable. We
also see that doping with Al� N is better than doping
with Ga� N since the corresponding III-N and III-O
bonds are stronger for III � Al [Eq. (10)]. Inspection of
a table of bond energies [21,22] can then be used to design
optimal local bonding environments in various wide-gap
solids. For example, in doping p-type ZnO Al� N and
Ga� N are better than In� N, Al� P, or Ga� As.

In conclusion, we propose new design rules for doping
with few dopant species, thus promoting a locally stable
chemical environment, which has overall good solubility
and shallow ionization energy.
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